ZenDay Unifies Calendar, Tasks on a 3D Timeline


A revolutionary Time Coach to help you stay Zen



The GPS for your business and personal time



Magical 3D timeline user interface that lets you see what’s ahead



Floating tasks are dynamically scheduled into the calendar



All in One place: automatically syncs with existing calendars, tasks, to-dos and
Evernote



Featured on the Google Play Store – "Play Picks – Apps we love" or "Apps to
watch – awesome apps this week"

San Francisco, Nov. 25, 2013 - ZenDay, the “GPS for your time” featured on the Google Play
Store as one of the most innovative productivity tools, unveiled the first time management
system for Android that merges calendar information with tasks and to-dos in a 3D magical
user interface, and lets you see immediately what’s ahead.
But beyond a simple organizer, ZenDay is a time coach to help you stay zen, despite a busy
and stressful life, by allowing to rate yourself on your achievements to improve and become
more effective.” ZenDay allows you to gauge your progress during previous weeks.
“ZenDay’s mission is to make your life easier by displaying all the things you have to do in a
unique 3D timeline, that gives the feeling of moving forward in time, helping users keep
commitments and resist procrastination,” said Richard Phan, the CEO of ZenDay. “But beyond
a simpler organizer, ZenDay is a Time Coach to help you stay Zen, despite a busy and
stressful life, by allowing to rate yourself on your achievements in order to improve and
become more effective.”

Floating Tasks
For the first time ever, users can create “floating tasks,” which are dynamically added to the
calendar whenever there is time available.
And depending on priorities, tasks get rearranged in the calendar and once completed,
automatically disappear to give more space to other commitments.

A Time Coach
ZenDay allows you to debrief your previous weeks, review how you did recently and rate
yourself. By becoming more aware of your achievements, you will naturally become more
effective. All coaches know this secret: you quickly improve just by taking the time to analyze
what went well and decide for yourself what to change.
ZenDay is available today for free on the Google Play Store, with the iOS version coming
soon. ZenDay synchronizes with all existing calendars (Google Calendar, Microsoft Outlook,
Facebook…), on all devices (with Android 4 or later), as well as Google Tasks and Evernote,
through a plug-in.
For more information on ZenDay, please visit http://www.zenday-app.com
About ZenDay
ZenDay is reinventing the time management category with the first of its kind app that unifies in one
magical 3D user interface, a smart calendar, floatings tasks and to-dos and a time coach. The 3D
timeline lets you immediately see what’s ahead, giving the feeling of moving forward in time, thus
helping keep commitments and resist procrastination.
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